We proposed a Least Information theory (LIT) to quantify meaning of information in probability distribution changes, from which a new information retrieval model was developed. We observed several important characteristics of the proposed theory and derived two quantities in the IR context for document representation. Given probability distributions in a collection as prior knowledge, LI Binary (LIB) quantifies least information due to the binary occurrence of a term in a document whereas LI Frequency (LIF) measures least information based on the probability of drawing a term from a bag of words. Three fusion methods were also developed to combine LIB and LIF quantities for term weighting and document ranking. Experiments on four benchmark TREC collections for ad hoc retrieval showed that LIT-based methods demonstrated very strong performances compared to classic TF*IDF and BM25, especially for verbose queries and hard search topics. The least information theory offers a new approach to measuring semantic quantities of information and provides valuable insight into the development of new IR models.
INTRODUCTION
Shannon's mathematical theory of communication, commonly known as the information theory, has been used in a wide spectrum of areas including digital coding, communication, and information technology applications [22, 23] . Modeling information as reduction of entropy (uncertainty) provides a valuable vehicle in the design and engineering of information systems. In information retrieval (IR), information and probability theories have provided important guidance to the development of classic techniques such as TF*IDF, probabilistic retrieval, and language modeling [19] .
Despite its broad use, there are assumptions that define the boundary of the classic information theory, beyond which its application requires careful examination of domain contexts [20, 4] . The original purpose of Shannon's theory, as noted in his master piece, was for engineering communication systems where the "meaning of information was considered irrelevant" [22, p. 379] . Information retrieval research is centered around the notion of relevance, for which it is crucial to decode meanings of information. To quantify the "semantic amount" of information requires an extension of Shannon's theory, better clarification of the relationship between information and entropy, and justification of this relationship [23] . Although various measures such as mutual information and KL information (relative entropy) have been adopted, we observe that several important characteristics about an ideal information quantity in the IR context are yet to be met [12, 29] .
In this article, we present the least information theory (LIT) which quantifies information required to explain probability distribution changes. The theory extends Shannon's theory by going beyond the entropy-reduction notion of information. Similar to relative entropy, the proposed quantity is a non-linear function of entropy and emphasizes meaning in probabilities of inferences. The formulation removes assumptions in existing models that are unnecessary in the IR context and meets several important characteristic expectations. We applied the new theory in modeling ad hoc retrieval and showed strong experimental results compared to classic TF*IDF and Okapi BM25 on four benchmark IR collections.
PROPOSED THEORY
In this section, we propose a new theory to quantify meaning of information via an extension of Shannon's entropy equation. We start with an example to motivate discussions on what to expect about the theory and introduce the least information theory in which expected characteristics are observed.
A Motivating Example
Let's start the discussion with a simple binary case. Suppose there are two exhaustive and mutually exclusive inferences A and B on a given hypothesis, with probabilities pa and p b respectively (e.g., the likelihood of each candidate winning an election in a one-on-one race). Given the probability distribution, it is straightforward to measure the uncertainty of the inference system using Shannon's entropy formula: H = −k p ln p. When the outcome is known, the uncertainty is reduced to zero and the amount of (missing) information, according to Shannon, can be taken as the reduction of the uncertainty [22] . This entropy-based measure is essentially to determine the amount of missing information given a specified distribution regardless of the ultimate outcome [3] .
However, the notion of information as a linear function of reducing uncertainty has counterintuitive implications when the meaning of outcome is taken into account. Suppose pa is much larger than p b (e.g., candidate A is more likely to win the election). Intuitively speaking, the outcome of B being the correct inference appears to require more information for explanation than does the ultimate inference of A -for example, the less likely (weaker) candidate winning an election is bigger news and requires more explanation than otherwise.
Model Expectation
If information is a function of linear uncertainty reduction, whatever the outcome is has no influence on the amount of information that explains the outcome, which is against our intuition. In the special case of the above example, the amount of information should not only depend on the uncertainty of inferences but also the ultimate outcome (the correct inference). Furthermore, we reason that, while uncertainly depends only on a specified probability distribution, the amount of information required to explain the outcome and more generally to explain a probability distribution change is beyond a linear function of uncertainty.
Indeed, using Shannon's entropy measure to quantify the amount of meaningful information is beyond the scope of classic information theory. The original purpose of Shannon's theory, as noted in his master piece, was for engineering communication systems where the "meaning of information was considered irrelevant" [22, p. 379] . Information retrieval is centered on the notion of relevance, which has an important semantic (meaning) dimension. Measuring "semantic quantities" of information requires an extension of Shannon's theory, better clarification of the relationship between information and entropy, and justification of this relationship. Efforts have been done with limited progress on identifying meaning quantitatively [23] .
While theories such as KL information (relative entropy) offer alternatives to the simplified entropy reduction view of information, some characteristics of relative entropy do not meet our expectations about such a measure. Specifically, the asymmetry of the KL function is due to an assumption about one distribution being truer than the other, which is not necessarily realistic. In addition, relative entropies over the course of continuous probability changes in one direction do not add up to the overall amount. Finally and very importantly, extreme probability changes (e.g., when a probability changes from a tiny value to nearly 1) lead to infinite KL information, which is a particularly undesirable property for term weighting in information retrieval.
Least Information (LI)
In this section, we present the proposed least information theory. Let X be prior (initially specified) probabilities for a set of exhaustive and mutually exclusive inferences: X = [x1, x2, .., xn], where xi is the prior probability of the i th inference on a given hypothesis. Let Y denotes posterior (changed) probabilities after certain information is known: Y = [y1, y2, .., yn], where yi is the informed probability of the i th inference. Uncertainties of the two distributions is computed by Shannon entropy:
The amount of information obtained from X to Y , in Shannon's treatment, can be measured via the reduction of entropy:
Inferences are semantically exclusive and involve different meanings. When probabilities vary from X to Y , the two distributions are semantically different and it is obvious that some amount of information is responsible for the variance. Therefore, we need to examine the amount of information associated with individual inferences via the measurement of uncertainty change. With Equation 3, however, it is easy to show that when there are changes in the probabilities, there may be increases, decreases, or no change in the overall uncertainty. We observe that even when there is no change in the entropy, there is still an amount of information responsible for any variance in the probability distribution. To use the overall (system-wide) uncertainty for the measurement of information ignores semantic relevance of changes in individual inferences.
Here our new least information model departs from the classic measure of information as reduction of uncertainty (entropy). First, we reason that a change in the uncertainty of an inference, either an increase or decrease, requires a relevant amount of information that is semantically responsible for it. The overall information needed to explain changes in all inference probabilities is the sum of individual pieces of information associated with each inference.
Second, for an individual inference i, the probability may vary in one of the two semantic directions, i.e., to increase or to decrease it. In either case, there is always a (positive) amount of information responsible for that variance. If we assume inferences are semantically independent 1 , the absolute values of these independent pieces of information add linearly to the overall amount of information.
In addition, it is reasonable for such an information quantity to meet the condition that continuous, smaller changes in one direction should add incrementally to a bigger change in the same direction. That is, pieces of information responsible for small, continuous changes of an inference probability in the same direction should add up to the amount of information for the overall change. For example, if the i th inference's probability increases from xi to yi and then to zi, the least amount of information required for the change from xi to yi and the amount from yi to zi should add up to the overall least information required for the change from xi to zi. We define d Hi as the amount of entropy change due to a tiny change d pi of probability pi:
In the configuration view of entropy, this microscopic variance of entropy due to a small change in an inference's probability is the change of the weighted (pi) number of configurations (ln
) [3] . In other words, it is the change in the number of configurations (ln
) due to a varied probability weight (pi).
Every tiny change in the probabilities requires some explanation (information). Aggregating (integrating) the small changes of uncertainty leads to the amount of information required for a macro-level change. A macroscopic uncertainty change due to a significant probability shift of an inference is therefore the sum (integration) of continuous microscopic changes in the variance range. Therefore, we define the least amount of information Ii required to explain the probability change of the i th inference as the integration (aggregation) of all tiny absolute (positive) changes of entropy d Hi:
We define informative entropy gi as a function of an inference's probability:
The equation for least information Ii for the i th inference can be rewritten as:
The total Least Information I is the sum of partial least information in every inference:
where n is the number of inferences, xi is the initially specified probability of the i th inference, and yi the revised probability of the i th inference.
Important Model Characteristics
It is worth noting that Equation 11 is to measure the least amount of information required to explain a probability distribution change for a set of inferences. Given that information may alter a probability distribution in various semantic directions and change the uncertainty in both positive and negative directions, the actual amount of information leading to such a change may consist of multiple pieces of information acting on different directions.
Without an exhaustive analysis of the process, the actual amount of information cannot be deduced solely from an investigation of probability distributions. It is only reasonable to quantify the least information needed for that changethat is, the sum of all needed amounts of information at the very least, every tiny piece of which contributes in the same direction of a change. In addition, this model does not consider the process of removing information, which, in effect, is equivalent to adding another piece of information that has perfectly opposite semantics 2 in the same amount. 
Based on Equation 11
, several important characteristics of least information can be observed. Figure 1 compares the least information measure with entropy reduction in a two-exclusive-inference case. We summarize some of these characteristics below.
• Absolute information and symmetry: The amount of least information required for a probability change from X to Y is the same as that from Y to X, though their semantic meanings are different.
• Addition of continuous change: Amounts of least information for small, continuous probability changes in the same semantic directions add linearly to the amount of least information responsible for the overall change. In short,
, if and only if X → Y and Y → Z are in the same semantic direction.
• Unit Information: In the special case when there are two equally possible inferences, the amount of least information needed to explain an outcome (certainty) is one:
→ p1 = 1) = 1, regardless of the log base in the equation (see Figure 1 ).
• In the special case of reducing uncertain inferences to certainty (with the ultimate case):
-With equally likely inferences, when there are more choices, the least information needed to explain an outcome is larger.
-The less likely the outcome, the larger the amount of least information needed to explain it.
• Zero least information: The amount of least information is zero if and only if there is no change in the probability distribution.
Least Information Modeling for IR
Now we apply the proposed least information theory (LIT) to information retrieval (IR) for term weighting and document ranking. With a focus on quantifying semantics of information, the least information measure is theoretically compatible with the central problem in IR, which is about semantic relevance.
In the bag-of-words approach to IR, a document can be viewed as a set of terms with probabilities (estimated by frequencies) of occurrence. While the entire collection represents the domain in which searches are conducted, each document contains various pieces of information which differentiate itself from other documents in the domain. By analyzing a term's probability (frequency) in a document vs. that in the collection, we can compute information presented by the document in the term to weight the term. In other words, taking domain distributions as prior knowledge, we can measure the amount of least information conveyed by a specific document when it is observed.
In particular, we conjecture that the larger amount least information is needed to explain a term's probability in a document, the more heavily the term should be weighted to represent the document. Hence, we transform the question of document representation into weighting terms according to their amounts of least information in documents. In this study, we propose two specific weighting methods, one based on a binary representation of term occurrence (0 vs. 1) and the other based on term frequencies. These two methods will be used separately and combined in fusion methods as well.
LI Binary (LIB) Model
In the binary model, a term either occurs or does not occur in a document. If we randomly pick a document from the collection, the chance that a term ti appears in the document can be estimated by the ratio between the number of documents containing the term ni (i.e., document frequency) and the total number of documents N . Let p(ti|C) = ni/N denotes the probability of term ti occurring in a randomly picked document in collection C; p(!ti|C) is the probability that the term does not appear:
When a specific document d is observed, it becomes certain whether a term occurs in the document or not. Hence the term probability given a specific document p(ti|d) is either 1 or 0. Given the the definition of gi in Equation 7 , the least amount of information in term ti from observing document d can be computed by:
The above equation gives the amount of information a term conveys in a document regardless of its semantic direction. When a query term ti does not appear in document d, the least information associated with the term should be treated as negative because it makes the document less relevant to the term. Hence, the ranking function should not only consider the amount of information but also the sign (positive vs. negative) of the quantity. Hence, LI Binary (LIB) is computed by:
Keeping only quantities related to ti (and removing those associated with !ti), we simplify the LIB equation to:
The total least information of all query terms in the document d is computed by:
The quantity LIB(ti, d) depends on the observation of term ti in the document: g(ti|d) is 1 when ti appears in document d and 0 if otherwise, according to Equation 7 . That is:
where ni is the document frequency of term ti and N is the total number of documents. The larger the LIB, the more information the term contributes to the document and should be weighted more heavily in the document representation. LIB is similar in spirit to IDF and its value represents the discriminative power of the term when it appears in a document.
LI Frequency (LIF) Model
In LI Frequency (LIF) model, we use term frequencies to model least information. Treating a document collection C as a meta-document, the probability of a randomly picked term from the collection being a specific term ti can be estimated by: p(ti|C) = Fi/L, where Fi is the total number of occurrences of term ti in collection C and L the overall length of C (i.e., the sum of all document lengths).
When a specific document d is observed, the probability of picking term ti from this document can be estimated by:
or not (!ti). To quantify a term's LIF weight, we measure least information that explains the change from the term's probability distribution in the collection to its distribution in the document in question:
We focus on the quantities g(ti|d) and g(ti|C) to estimate least information of each term when a specific document is observed. Without quantities g(!ti|C) and g(!ti|d), LIF is computed by:
Hence, the LI Frequency (LIF) ranking score can be computed by the sum of least information in all query terms:
where tf i,d is term frequency of term ti in document d and L d is the document length. Fi is collection frequency of term ti (sum of term frequencies in all documents) whereas L is the overall length of all documents.
In a sense, LIF can be seen as a new approach to modeling term frequencies with document length and collection frequency normalization. In this study, we use raw term frequencies to estimate probabilities and do not use any smoothing techniques to fine tune the estimates.
Fusion of LIB & LIF
While LIB uses binary term occurrence to estimate least information a document carries in the query terms, LIF measures the information based on term frequency. The two are related quantities with different focuses. As discussed, the LIB quantity is similar in spirit to IDF (inverse document frequency) whereas LIF can be seen as a means to normalize TF (term frequency).
In light of TF*IDF, we reason that combining the two will potentiate each quantity's strength for term weighting, ultimately leading to improved document ranking. Hence we propose three fusion methods to combine the two quantities by addition and multiplication: These fusion methods allow us to examine potential strengths and weaknesses of the proposed least information modeling for IR. We study LIB and LIF as well as the above fusion methods in experiments. And given the effectiveness of TF*IDF and especially its BM25 variation in traditional ad hoc retrieval experiments, we use them as baselines in the experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Data Collections and Topics
We used the following data sets from the Linguistic Data Consortium and NIST for retrieval experiments: the TIP-STER corpus (Disks 2 and 3), TREC Disks 4 and 5, and the AQUAINT I corpus (roughly a million news documents from New York Times, AP, and Xinhua [27] ). These data had been widely used in TREC for ad hoc retrieval experiments. We relied on the following TREC topics and relevance bases for IR evaluation:
• TREC 2 routing topics 51 -100 with title, description, summary, narrative, and concepts (disk 3) [21] ;
• TREC 4 ad hoc topics 201 -250 with natural language descriptions only (disks 2 and 3) [6] ;
• TREC 7 ad hoc topics 351 -400 with title, description, and narrative (disks 4 and 5 minus the Congressional Record) [28] ;
• TREC 2005 HARD/Robust 50 topics with title, description, and narrative ranging from 303 -689 (AQUAINT I data) [27] .
These collections represent a diversity of text data and query tasks. In TREC 2, for example, the concepts field in 51 -100 topics contains a verbose list of concepts to represent each search topic. Text queries automatically generated from the concept lists are likely to be more accurate than general descriptions in sentences. On the other hand, TREC 4 topics 201 -250 only have natural language descriptions of queries. TREC 2005 HARD and Robust topics were developed as a list of difficult topics from previous years' ad hoc experiments. Using these diverse data and topics enabled a relatively thorough examination of the proposed methods' effectiveness in various domain and task contexts.
Experimental System
We implemented the retrieval ranking methods using the Lucene core search engine library in Java [7] . We reused the Okapi BM25 implementation reported in [16] and validated by [19] , which achieved highly competitive results in recent years' TREC competitions. We set parameter values b = 0.75 and k1 = 1.5 for BM25, according to existing research on related data. In addition, we developed the following proposed methods for Lucene scoring (ranking): LIB, LIF, LIB+LIF, LIB*LIF, and LICos. Two classic TF*IDF methods, one with document length normalization (TFN *IDF) and the other without (TF*IDF), were also implemented as baselines. We performed standard tokenization, casefolding, and stop-word removal for indexing. For each data collection, one set of experiments were conducted with stemming and the other without it.
Evaluation Metrics
We used human relevance judgment (QRELs) developed for TREC 2, TREC 4, TREC 7, and TREC 2005 HARD (Robust) tracks as the gold standard for each set of experiments. We compared the proposed methods with classic TF*IDF and Okapi BM25 methods. Evaluation metrics included mean average precision with arithmetic averaging (MAP) and geometric (gMAP), best precision at rank 10, normalized discounted cumulative gain at 10 (nDCG10), and recall precision. While arithmetic average MAP provides a simple mean score across multiple queries, the geometric average (gMAP) is sensitive to poorly performed tasks and is a very useful metric developed for 2005 HARD track [27] . NDCG favors early retrieval of highly relevant documents in a ranked list and has become widely adopted for ranked retrieval evaluation [8] . Figure 2 provides an overview of major results. From the plots, the proposed LICos method appeared to have achieved best results and was better than BM25 in most experiments. All LIB related methods such as LIB, LIB+LIF, and LIB*LIF overwhelmingly outperformed TF*IDF methods, especially in TREC2, TREC7, and TREC'05 HARD/Robust experiments. In many cases, the LIB-related methods were more than 100% better than TF*IDF baselines (i.e., relative scores > 2). LICos consistently outperformed BM25 in terms of gM ap in all experiments, indicating that it did relatively well with poorly performed topics.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In sections 4.1 -4.4, we discuss detailed experimental results on the four benchmark test collections. In each of Tables 1 -6, one set of experiments were conducted with stemming and the other without. Best scores in each evaluation metric are highlighted in bold fonts. Section 4.5 presents our observation about the impact of query verbosity on proposed methods' effectiveness. Table 1 shows results from experiments on disk 3. In TREC 2 topics, each query was described using a verbose list of concepts (good keywords). With these manually picked concept terms, which are overall quite precise in defining the topic, LICos (least information with cosine similarity) outperformed all the other methods in every evaluation metric we used. Stemming appeared to further improve LICos's effectiveness. Overall, BM25 also performed very well and was second only to LICos in most cases, followed closely by LIB*LIF. Most proposed methods based on least information, especially LIB*LIF and LIB+LIF, outperformed ordinary TF*IDF and TFN *IDF (with length normalization of TF) by a good margin. Table 2 shows results from TREC 4 experiments on disks 2 & 3. Again, LICos continued to dominate best scores, especially when stemming was used. TREC 4 topics only had descriptions written in natural language sentences. Stemming improved LICos effectiveness but slightly degraded BM25 performance.
TREC 2 Topics on Disk 3
TREC 4 Topics on Disks 2&3
While the two had very close scores in several metrics, LICos was consistently better than BM25 in terms of gMAP (geometric averaging MAP) and P10. The evaluation metric gMap is biased toward poorly performed queries (hard tasks). LICos appeared to perform better on difficult topics than BM25 did to achieve a higher gMap. We shall see later most of the proposed methods performed well on TREC 2005 HARD/Robust's topics, which were considered difficult topics in TRECs.
TREC 7 Topics on Disks 4&5
In TREC 2 and TREC 4 experiments, we used two dif- ferent fields/sources, namely concepts and description, to form long queries. In TREC 7 experiments, we used the title field to examine the effectiveness of the proposed methods with short queries. Table 3 shows results from these experiments, in which BM25 achieved slightly better scores in P10 and nDCG10, which favor early retrieval of relevant documents. However, with short queries based on title, LICos performed much better than BM25 did in terms of gMAP, which biased toward poorly performed topics. This again indicates potential advantage of the proposed methods in search tasks that may have been challenging to traditional methods. The other proposed methods such as LIB, LIB+LIF and LIB*LIF came closely below BM25 but consistently outperformed TF*IDF methods by a large margin in each evaluation metric.
TREC 2005 HARD/Robust
Experiments on the earlier TREC collections above showed the proposed methods, especially the LICos method, performed very competitively and in many cases outperformed a well-tuned Okapi BM25. Now we discuss experiments on the more recent TREC 2005 HARD/Robust collection, in which 50 topics are considered difficult retrieval tasks. We used title, description, and title+description as queries in the experiments. Table 4 shows retrieval performances using the topic title field for query representation. The proposed methods, especially LIB and LICos, achieved best results in terms of gMAP, MAP, and RP R. BM25 and TF*IDF, without stemming, performed slightly better in P10 and nDCG10. Overall the proposed methods dominated best results, especially when terms were stemmed.
When we used topic descriptions for query representation, as shown in Table 5 , the proposed methods outperformed BM25 and TF*IDF methods across all metrics. In particular, LIB, LIB+LIF, and LICos produced very competitive results.
When both title and description fields were used (combined) for queries, the proposed methods demonstrated an even larger advantage over BM25 and TF*IDF, as shown in Table 5 . Whereas LIB, LIB+LIF, and LIB*LIF all outperformed the classic methods, LICos (with stemming) achieved a score roughly 20% higher than that of BM25 in every metric. TREC 2005 HARD/Robust topics represent difficult information needs, for which query specification is challenging. The proposed methods appeared to perform better with these tougher tasks, as was so suggested by the higher gMAP scores in earlier experiments. The methods also performed very competitively with long queries (concepts and descriptions). Overall, stemming improved the proposed methods' effectiveness.
Note that in all experiments, the proposed ranking methods based on least information were used without any tuning. Neither did we use additional data sources for query expansion. Although our results remain very competitive compared to reported results in TREC, this is not a fair comparison because participating systems in TREC were often trained and tuned, sometimes with additional data. In TREC 2005 Robust track, for example, additional resources such as WordNet and Wikipedia were reportedly used to boost results [15] .
Impact of Query Verbosity
We observed that query verbosity had an impact on the proposed methods' retrieval effectiveness. With (longer) verbose queries, methods such as LICos, LIB+LIF, and LIB*LIF appeared to outperform baseline methods by a greater margin. In TREC'05 experiments, for example, LICos with queries based on the description field produced P10 and nDCG10 scores nearly 30% higher than those based on title queries (see Figure 3) . The improvement was much larger than that of BM25. With verbose queries, having good terms (e.g., using the concepts field and adding title to description) for query representation also appeared to strengthen the proposed methods' advantage over BM25 and TF*IDF. Term probability distribution analysis has been an important part of information retrieval modeling. Term frequency and document frequency are basic examples of these frequency (probability) distributions. While term frequency (TF) may indicate the degree of a document's association with a term, inverse document frequency (IDF) is a manifestation of a term's specificity, key to determine the term's value toward weighting and relevance ranking [10] . The two quantities we developed from the proposed least information theory, namely LI Binary (LIB) and LI Frequency (LIB), can be related to IDF and TF, though their formulations are very different. IDF (− ln n i N ) resembles Shannon's entropy formula and several works have attempted to justify IDF from an information theoretic view [18] . While it has been shown that a term's IDF is equivalent to the mutual information between the term and the collection [24] , the probabilistic retrieval framework provides an important theoretical ground to IDF weights [18] . Mutual information can be interpreted as relative entropy that quantifies the difference between the joint probabilities and product probabilities of two random variables [5] . Further development of notions around information-theoretic entropy led to theories such as maximum entropy and minimum (mutual) information principles, providing important guidance to inferential statistics for retrieval modeling [9, 25, 11, 2] . IDF can also be transformed into Kullback-Leibler (KL) information between term probability distributions in a document and in the collection [1] , similar to the modeling of LIB in this work. KL divergence (relative entropy) measures information for discrimination between two probability distributions by quantifying the entropy change in a nonsymmetric manner [12] . The non-symmetry of KL divergence is due to the assumption that one of the two distributions is considered closer to the ultimate case and the information quantity should be weighted by that distribution. This leads to the consequence that the (absolute) amount of information is different if simply the direction of change is different.
RELATED WORK
Classic probabilistic retrieval and language modeling represent two different factorizations of conditional probability distributions. While classic language models focused on the query likelihood model, some have looked at the the likelihood of a query language model generating the document, similar to the reasoning behind traditional probabilistic models [14] . Research has also employed KL information in language modeling to measure the difference between document and query models for ranking and demonstrated strong empirical results [13, 26] . We believe that the least information can be nicely integrated with these approaches.
The proposed least information theory (LIT) quantifies information due to probability changes as a symmetric function of two distributions. It extends the classic uncertaintybased information measure to a non-linear function of entropy that accommodates for the meaning of information. Just as the probabilistic retrieval framework and KL information offer justification to IDF, least information provides the theory from which LIB is developed. While IDF can be obtained from the binary independent (probabilistic) model, LIB is derived from a binary model of least information. They both address a term's discriminative power or specificity. However, LIB falls in the range of [0, 1] without normalization -it is close to 1 for extremely rare terms and 0 for stop-words. Document length normalization is implicit in the proposed model when probabilities are calculated, similar to all probabilistic and language modeling [17] . In establishing term probabilities in documents, we used maximum likelihood estimates solely based on raw frequency counts. Research in language modeling has studied related distributions and applied various smoothing methods to significantly improve probability estimates and retrieval effectiveness [30] . Smoothing may also be useful for the further development of least information modeling for IR.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed the least information theory (LIT) to quantify the meaning of information in probabilities by extending the classic notion of entropy to accommodate a non-linear relation between information and uncertainty. The new formulation displays several important characteristics such as unit information regardless of log base, functional symmetry with regard to two distributions, and finite information in extreme cases.
Applying the least information theory in information retrieval, we developed two quantities for document representation based on a term's probability distributions in a document vs. in the collection. Particularly, LI Binary (LIB) quantifies least information due to the binary occurrence of a term in a document, i.e., whether the term appears in the document or not. LI Frequency (LIF), on the other hand, measures the amount of least information based on the likelihood of drawing a term from a bag of words. While LIB and LIF are similar in spirit to classic IDF and TF respectively, the formulation is very different. Three additional quantities, namely LIB+LIF, LIB*LIF, and LICos, were developed Table 6 : TREC'05 Title+Desc Runs (AQUAINT)
for term weighting and document ranking. Ad hoc retrieval experiments on four benchmark TREC collections showed that the proposed methods performed very competitively and in most cases outperformed classic TF*IDFs and a well-tuned BM25. LIT-based methods such as LICos and LIB+LIF were particularly effective with good query terms (e.g., using concepts), verbose queries (e.g., using description + title), and in difficult tasks (e.g., on TREC 2005 HARD/Robust collection). Note that none of the proposed methods based on least information involved training or tuning. For Okapi BM25, on the other hand, we adopted parameters that had demonstrated strong performances in existing experiments.
Despite the proposed methods' superior performances, the improvement over existing methods is not the main point. Least information offers a means to quantify meaning of information and presents a new way of thinking for modeling information processes. While other IR models can be derived from LIT, the least information measure can also be used with existing frameworks. For example, it can be used to match statistical distributions such as in document and query language models, for which KL information has been used. With demonstrated potentials in this work, we believe further research on least information modeling for IR is promising.
